Single Dealer Platfor ms (SDPs) are increasing in
popularity due to the flexibility and streamlining
they bring to the distribution process. In order to
open new supply channels for clients, the cur rent

Optimissa has created a proprietar y platfor m that

mar ket is leaning towards wholesale distribution.

offers electronic multi-asset distribution and workflow

This trend calls for a ser vice model that allows direct

centralisation. 2Trade® is an inter mediar y layer

access to new mar kets by removing inter mediar y

between the multiple channels that you might already

channels, thereby speeding up processes.

suppor t, with a flexible architecture adaptable to
any environment. Lever aging our experience in
electronic markets development, we have designed
a simple and comprehensive system that enables
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our clients to expand their distribution desks.

2Trade has a powerful ser vice layer that
enables connectivity with all relevant systems.
This architecture allows for scalability, user
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channels. The system will be tailored to your
needs with readily available connector s to
your chosen standard mar ket platfor ms.
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Features
The main business processes can be created, monitored and managed in one electronic platfor m, from pricing
and validation to real-time execution. The application allows for flexibility and is fully adaptable to the wor kflows
used by different institutions.

Pricing
- Connectivity with multiple

electronic mar kets
- Wholesale and retail pricing
- Client and tier management
- Inter nal distribution of prices

Validation
- Pre-trade worflows
- Credit limit checks
- Sanity checks
- Compliance features:

MiFID, EMIR, etc.

Booking
- Real-time pricing
- Request for Quote

management
- Real-time streaming
- Order wor kflow management

Benefits
Interface
The main screen appears empty by default, allowing new users to tailor it by adding the
currency pairs or fixed income, equity and money market products they need. This unique
interface has a responsive design that, when accessed from tablets and smartphones,
returns optimised layouts depending on the device used.

2Trade exponentially increases the
accessibility to different markets, making
it possible to reach retail clients. It also
optimises business and IT resources
by giving them the independence each
department requires.
Scalability
Increased client range, ability to widen
access to different distribution channels.
Flexibility
Ability to accommodate clients’ own
workflows, in-house risk management.
Independence
Independent functionality from the
pricing engines in use.
Connectivity
Flexible connectivity to a variety
of electronic markets and pricing
engines, bespoke integration.
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